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 Does school help you throughout your future career? You’ve heard this a 
lot from your parents, so I think you’re familiar with the phrase that it actually 
does... Have you ever believed it? Now is the time to realize that it really 
does. School helps with all careers you wish to be successful in. 
 In the future I would like to be a singer. How does school affect 
singing? Well music class of course! Also, writing class helps me write songs 
just like I also want to do! Reading class helps me read my lyrics. Hey, it 
looks as if I am just talking about what I want to be... You can be many 
things! I shouldn’t just tell the knowledge of how school helps to be a singer! 
For example, school takes a big part in being a scientist! I bet you’ve guessed 
how school affects the job of being a scientist... Science class of course! This 
obviously helps a lot considering science is in the name! Many jobs can 
become very successful just because of school. Sometimes school may seem 
like a waste of time, and I have those moments, but school is very important... 
Especially when it comes to your lifetime career. 
 Your college degree depends on how well you are in school. Your entire 
life depends on your college degree. Have you ever thought about that? School 
follows throughout your whole lifetime. There’s nothing you can really do to 
escape school unless you want to fail in college and getting a good job. 
“Success comes from hard work.” You never know what kind of bad things 
might happen if you never had school. Basically what I’m trying to say is that 
really bad things would happen without the knowledge you get from school. 
Wouldn’t you be sad if you didn’t have as much knowledge as you have now? 
I would! It would be horrible.. You wouldn’t get into college... If you never went 
to college, you wouldn’t have a good job. You’re future depends on school. 
 As you see, life without school would just end up with no job and no 
money to pay for food, water, bills, and eventually you’d have to live outside in 
either the cold, or in the really hot air. It would be devastating… Nobody would 
want that… Nobody does want that. That’s why school is significant. It helps 
throughout your entire life.  


